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The boy was the youngest of a very able and friendly
family and, till he went to school, his affection for the
members and his respect for their maturity made him accept
nnquestioningly their opinions, their habits and their
practices. But the danger of learning through suggestion
is that, as the judgements are not founded on experience,
once a new community is entered as likely as not a new
and entirely contradictory set of ideas will be accepted.
What is more, if the first set of ideas is based on prestige
suggestion—acceptance that is given because the child
admires or is overawed by the suggester—and then the
child experiences acutely community feeling for a set of
boys of his own age, feelings are so strong an urge to accept-
ance of belief that the earlier ideas will be discarded as
eagerly as childish games or clothes.
Though the bulk of man's opinions are, of course, non-
rational, nevertheless if a teacher wants to send Ms pupils
out with some ideas and ideals that will be held fearlessly
till judgement does them change, he must not rely too much
on suggestion, though his prestige with his boys will tempt
him to impress his beliefs on them. The feeling for the
crowd with its accompanied heightened tendency for the
individual to feel as his community feels, think as they
think, and act as they act is the natural way in which a
child is changed from a self-centred to a crowd-conscious
individual; though he never went to school or received
formal education he would by such means grow to be one
of the community in which he lived. But a great part
of the work of educators consists in educating the crowd,
and that problem we must now consider.
the teacher as a crowd leader
So conscious are teachers of the influence of the crowd
upon the individual that they make every attempt to
get * the tone' of the school in harmony with their own

